
Week 2 PE (Friday) 
Gross Motor Skills 

 
Gross Motor Skills: helps a child gain strength and confidence in his/her body. It also helps them 

get exercise and physical activity, which is important for a healthy lifestyle. Developing these skills 
helps a child’s ability to do more complex skills in future activities, such as playing soccer with a 

team. It also support with balance and coordination. 

 



What you need 
 

• space to move around/ jump/ roll 
• No socks or shoes 

• possible soft flooring (mat/ yoga mat/ rug to roll on) 
• Something to crawl through or under (if possible) 

• Comfortable clothing 
• This power point so children can use it as a visual. 



Warm up/ starter 
activities.  

• Yoga is a great way of 
developing your child’s 
Gross Motor Skills 

 
• A little bit everyday 

will support with whole 
body movements, 
muscles, balance and 
also calm the mind. 
This will support with 
behaviour and 
attention skills. 

 
• Use this as a daily 

mantra! 

I  am strong.

I  am brave.

I  am wise.

I  am kind.

I  am friendly.

visit twinkl.com

As we do the poses lets practice 
counting back from 5 for each 
pose. 
 

5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 



Yoga.  



Yoga.  



Practise your jumps 



Practise the rolls 



Practise rolls 



Practise rolls 



Practise rolls 



Practise rolls 



This week I would like you to focus on different 
types of rolls. 

Have a go at these activities 



This week I would like you to focus on different 
types of rolls. 

Have a go at these activities 



Challenge 
Can you make different 

combinations using rolls and  
jumps? You can turn it into a 

pattern. 
EG: dish roll..star jump..egg 

roll..star jump 
 

Please submit this through a 
video or a picture on tapestry. 



Lets cool down! 
1. Crawl around the house or through your tunnel (few seconds) 

2. When your adult shouts ’stop/ freeze’ 
3. Have a go at the below cool down activity. 

4. Do this for 2-3 min 

 


